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About This Content

Inspired by some of the most iconic and classic attractions from fairgrounds and theme parks around the world, Classic Rides
Collections comes to Planet Coaster to add a touch of nostalgia and class to your park. This collection includes nine new rides

and coasters with one variant, including the Macchina Classica vintage roadster, Armada the water based boat ride, the graceful
Sky Temple, plus more rides and coasters to help you build the park of your dreams!

Key Features
With nine new rides and one variation, now there are even more ways to entertain your parks guests! These include:

Flat Rides

Sky Temple: A unique observation platform ride that’s beautifully themed in a traditional Qin Dynasty architecture. The ride
can be set at 3 spectacular heights as it gracefully ascends and descends.

Rising Raptor: The Rising Raptor is one of the largest and most complex rides to appear in the game. This ride uses the all new
customisable height system which allows players to tailor the ride between easy-going guests in search for impressive views or

hardy thrill-seekers in need of a more intense ride experience. This ride can be built from 22 meters to an impressive 58 meters.

Golden Eagle: The sister of the Rising Raptor has the suspended swinging cars of its counterpart but also offers a more thrilling
outward facing gondola arrangement. The ride also utilises the new customisable height system.

Free Flyer: A very popular and beautifully elegant, vintage attraction in many parks around the world. There are two operations
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modes offering varying intensities of ride experience from a gentle swing to an intense spin.

Swift Drifters: This ride has 16 free-wheeling cars that are pulled around an oval track by a large chain. The cars are flung
outwards under the centripetal force as they reach the apex of each corner, weaving along the track under their momentum as

they go. The force pins the guests to their seats and creates a thrilling experience.

Roller Coasters

Interdimensional: Your guests will have a unique experience on every ride of this spinning coaster. The track has a unique
feature that allows you to lock and unlock the free rotation at any point and a track section that can spin the cars in the direction

of your choosing.

Infinite: The overhanging car carries up to eight guests per car and two cars per train and has a wide variety of lift and launch
options including a regular lift hill, a vertical chain lift tower, a block sectioned chain lift dive tower, and an LSM launch

system.

Tracked Rides

Armada: A high capacity boat ride that has front facing seating and had been specifically designed for dark ride experiences.
The Armada has a chain lift and drop sections to allow more flexibility and guest excitement and is perfect for recreating your

favourite water based dark rides.

Macchina Classica: Take your guests for an unforgettable day out in a beautiful vintage roadster. This car ride seats four
guests and has the highest top speed of any tracked ride in Planet Coaster.

Transport Rides

Gondola: The Gondola is a new transport ride that can elevate your guests over your parks inside modern and sleek suspended
cabins. Each cabin offers amazing views and carries up to 4 passengers per car.
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Title: Planet Coaster - Classic Rides Collection
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Frontier Developments
Publisher:
Frontier Developments
Franchise:
Planet Coaster
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (SP1+)/8.1/10 64bit

Processor: Intel i5-2300/AMD FX-4300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 560 (2GB)/AMD Radeon 7850 (2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,French,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Cheap design.. I played around 5 hours and had a blast. Short lived fun but for the price it was worth it. Of the demolition style
sim's this has been the ticket I have found.. Game is pretty scary but not because things jump on you. It gets more and more
dark with every discovery. Some of the choices in the game are really hard and well put. I cannot say here even a word more to
avoid spoilers. But remember - running around to get to another room without looking around and paying attention is not a right
way to play Inner Voices. There are a lot of objects and memoires to find. Look for them - it's worth it :)

As for the story (the part I really like) it look solid - I cannot wait to finish the game - I'm hooked. I think I know a lot already,
but something is missing...

In my opinion - worth the money - and I will play to check the ending. It really looks like that the creators read a lot about
mental illnesses... I like it.

. Best high game. Still as annoying as it was when 6yearold me played it, but also as addictive!. My eyes hurt 666/satan would
(not) play again. I appreciate the adaptation of the rule set of the actual card game because it's frankly beyond my patience. I
also appreciate the difficulty level scaling because again, the way FFG\/FFI wants me to play the game is beyond my patience.
What I want is a narrative card adventure set in the LotR universe with familiar characters and lore that isn't gonna bait me to
grind or spend money for better cards, but I *will* spend money on more story. I appreciate the artwork and the writing and the
voice acting so much. It's very involving, much better than my gaming groups reading of the card text. That's what I'm paying
for. A better interpretation of the game than I can do. But don't turn it into a cash grab.. Great take on the Square Dungeon
Crawl. Great idea with having multiple parties vs always just being one. Great idea giving us sliders to things like game length
and difficuly. Solid turn-based tactics. The GFX are what they are, if the dev can take the base of what he has and update it to a
Grimrock type graphical experience, I would think a fair level of success would come their way. But great game and support as-
is.
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the most positv thing about this game are the very direct controlls. you realy can play this game very good.
This is very important because the most of the levels are with traps and tricky puzzle that realy fast can be anoying if the
controlls suxx (like in other games)

the sound are ok, not realy good but ok.
the level design... yeah, it's ok. its like on every plattformer. make traps and put them somewhere.. A simple yet very fun tower
defense game. Good variety of towers, cute graphics and frustration free.. If you want a proper train simulator get train sim
2015 half a star out of 5.. It's cool, but the pacing changes so often and sporadically that makes it so unenjoyable. Not to
mention there are so many different endings and the games expects you to go through all the slow crawl to find them all, with no
way to skip cutscenes or long boring parts.. this game is litty bruh. I was playing this on
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665computer that would lag the whole time but i still had a great experience playing..
this game is quite a lot similar to Crazy Kart which was a very popular game on Zapak.com but no longer available

. A good concept that was executed poorly.
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